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About This Game

Echoes in White - a Relaxation Music Experience

Escape the ”Mental Hamster Wheel” and leave behind everyday stress. Dive into the fantastic visual worlds of Space and the
Green Oasis combined with magic binaural music.

Enter the Spaceship menu. Choose your music style: from classic, ambient up to electronic mixes. Enjoy stunning Space
Worlds, a beautiful Green Oasis and a surreal White World. The “Chrystal Dancer” leads you back to Space. With your

Controller you can select the different audio mixes.

Inside the Spaceship you have more options: Relax inside the interactive Fantasy Shapes and Rays of Light. You can completely
let go mentally while you are creating stars, suns, bubbles or leaves combined with electronic and world ethno music. Watch the

bonus video, enjoy the binaural Audio Dome.
This experience is meant especially for relaxation - enjoy a peaceful world without the need of much interaction.

Echoes in White - wellness for your soul, designed by international artists!
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Title: Echoes in White
Genre: Casual
Developer:
Classic Arts GmbH
Publisher:
Magic Horizons GmbH
Release Date: 1 Sep, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 1060

Storage: 6 GB available space

English
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echoes white veil. echoes in white. echoes in white vr

Want to start the game? Yes, you can
Want to shoot some animals? Pay us and you can
Want a new weapon? Pay us and you will have one
Want to do anything? Pay us a lot and you can do everything. My favourite horror game, can't wait for the sequel on Halloween.
Also this is one of the horror games that really scare me. John Kolbek and Nathan Sanders did a really good job on this. I
definatly recommend this.. Underpriced. Game is totally worth more, I hope they make it resemble the Konami Gladiator
game.. One of the best current Vive games. The game starts off a little weak but I have to say after about 20 minutes I found
myself enjoying it. It's a horror walking simulator with some light puzzles and multiple endings that actually does manage to
build up some atmosphere.

Some gameplay:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFQufuDcx4E. it is so bad
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
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I bought it because of Square Enix. They cannot make or produce bad games right? Well.. this one is not their best ones. Story is
probably good but swap four to form somewhat combos is somewhat a tricky thing. I personally am no fan of these rotate/twist
four puzzle games and I lost my intrest on it entirely quite soon, so I cannot recommend it to anyone who’s not fan of the type of
puzzle games.. Alot of fun. Hmm Happy Room WHAT A MURDEROUS SCENARIO!!!. Good game for those looking a more
unique racing experience and not bothered by primitive 3D graphics.

Slipstream 5000 is a futuristic flight and combat racing game by Gremlin Interactive.

This game is a child of the 90s, from times when future was not all apocalypse and racing games dared to have other vehicles than
automobiles.

The sounds of the planes, the craft and course design, radio chatter between competitors and the pre-race TV hosts introducing the
upcoming track are few of the highlights which really make this futuristic world believable.

The game is challenging and the controls are really tight PROVIDED you're using a joystick or even analog gamepad. This game
NEEDS analog controls. Period.

One negative is the low in-game resolution which makes it hard to judge turns at distance and you to rely on track memorization.
While the graphics are mostly OK and at times quite good for a 3D DOS game, there is no option to increase resolution past
320x200. Play it in 14" CRT telly and it'll be much better.

It would be nice for DosBox to exit itself though. Not a dealbreaker but some people might find this confusing when quitting the
game.. https://youtu.be/_PcwZf_RLI0

Fly through the air with the greatest of ease bouncing from balloon to balloon to reach the end goal. Popping all the balloons and
collecting numerous coins around the level award completionist medals at the end.

A simple concept that is delivered well is what makes POPixel worth checking out. Each stage will challenge the player's dexterity to
make the jump and mentally to puzzle out the paths to pop and collect everything along the way.
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